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Abstract - Stock price prediction is a critical area of research 
and application in financial markets. This project employs 
Facebook's Prophet, a robust time series forecasting tool, to 
predict future stocks prices. The aim is to build a predictive 
model capable of analyzing historical stocks data and 
forecasting future trends. The project begins with the 
collection of historical stocks price data from reliable sources. 
After preprocessing and feature engineering, the data is 
structured into the required format for analysis. The Prophet 
model is then trained using this prepared dataset, learning 
patterns and trends in the stock’s prices. The study's 
implementation is executed through an interactive web 
application developed using Streamlit. This application allows 
users to input stocks preferences, select date ranges, and 
receive real-time stocks price predictions based on the trained 
Prophet model. Users can visualize historical and predicted 
stocks prices, enabling them to make informed decisions. The 
project contributes to the field of stocks market prediction by 
demonstrating the application of Prophet in a user-friendly 
and accessible manner for traders and investors seeking 
valuable insights into future stocks price trends. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

In later times, stocks that publish assumptions are getting 
more thought, potentially because of the truth that if the 
nature of the feature is really expected, the examiners might 
be predominantly directed. The advantages gained by 
contributing and trading inside the stocks feature massively 
depend on the consistency. On the off chance that there's a 
structure that can dependably expect the heading of the 
enthusiastic stocks to be revealed, it will empower the    
clients of the system to frame instructed decisions. 

Moreover, the expected examples of the promote will help 
the regulators of the grandstand go to healing lengths. 
Blueprint of the money related market's stream and the 
meaning of accurate stocks' cost assumptions in adventure 
decision-making. [2] 

The increase report on stocks cost estimate using Facebook 
Prophet fills in as an exhaustive direct indicating the 
utilization, examination, and consequences of using the 
Prophet for deciding stocks costs. The report covers various 
parts, techniques, and disclosures regarding the utilization of 
Prophet in predicting stocks promote patterns. Show the 
endeavor, explaining the explanation, targets, and 
importance of using Facebook Prophet for stocks cost 
prediction. Show to the endeavor, targets, and significance of 
using Facebook Prophet for stocks cost expectation.[3] 

As per [7], clarification of the methodology embraced inside 
the expand, counting data assortment, preprocessing, exhibit 
decision, and assessment. In case there's a structure that can 
dependably expect the heading of the fiery stocks exhibit to 
engage the clients of the system to make taught decisions, 
more than the expected examples of the exhibit will help the 
regulators of the promote going to medicinal lengths. 
Present the test of anticipating stocks costs in monetary 
business sectors, underscoring its intricacy and importance 
in choices. Look at the whim of stock grandstand designs, the 
closeness of noise in monetary data, and the limitations of 
traditional deciding strategies. 

As indicated by [8], address the expectation for a reliable, 
exact, and flexible perceptive show equipped with catching 
vivacious promote conduct. Discuss the deficiencies of 
routine deciding models in watching out for the perplexing 
idea of stocks exhibit information. Address issues connected 
with managing consistency, events, and unexpected changes 
in patterns. Direct backslide might be a way to deal with 
displaying the connection between a scalar response (or 
subordinate variable) and at least one illustrative factor (or 
free factor). An instance of one useful variable is called 
fundamental straight relapse. 

1.1 Introduction to Machine Learning 

AI (ML) is a field of logical request zeroed in on the 
improvement of calculations and factual models used by PC 
frameworks to execute explicit errands without express 
programming directions. The essential objective of AI is to 
empower frameworks to learn and further develop their 
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presentation in view of information inputs. The accent is on 
improving machine independence and effectiveness in 
errands by utilizing the inborn examples and experiences 
inside broad information archives. Various investigations 
have dug into enabling machines to learn independently, 
without the requirement for unequivocal programming. 
Mathematicians and software engineers utilize different 
ways to deal with this test, especially while managing huge 
datasets. [1][14][7] 

2. METHODOLGY 

Data Collection: Utilize the Yahoo Finance API to collect 
historical stocks price data for the desired stocks(s). Extract 
relevant features such as date, opening price, closing price, 
volume, etc. 

Model Training: Use Facebook Prophet, an open-source 
forecasting tool, to train a predictive model on the historical 
stocks price data. Prophet is capable of handling seasonality, 
trends, and holidays in the data, making it suitable for stocks 
price prediction. 

Prediction: Generate future predictions of stocks prices using 
the trained Prophet model. Forecast the stocks prices for a 
specified period into the future. 

Visualization: Use Streamlit, a Python library for building 
interactive web applications, to create a user-friendly 
interface. Visualize the historical stocks price data, model 
predictions, and performance metrics using interactive 
charts, graphs, and tables. Allow users to customize inputs 
such as the stocks symbol, prediction horizon, etc. 

Deployment: Deploy the Streamlit application on a web 
server or cloud platform for accessibility. Ensure proper 
scalability, security, and performance of the deployed 
application. 

3. LITERATURE SURVEY 

1. Stock Market Prediction Using Machine Learning. 
Published in: 2018 First International Conference on Secure 
Cyber Computing and Communication (ICSCCC). Ishita 
Parmar1, Navanshu Agarwal2, Sheirsh Saxena3, Ridam Arora4, 
Shikhin Gupta5, Himanshu Dhiman6, Lokesh Chouhan7.: In 
Securities exchange Forecast, the point is to foresee the 
future worth of the monetary supplies of an organization. The 
new pattern in financial exchange expectation advancements 
is the utilization of AI which makes forecasts in light of the 
upsides of current securities exchange records via preparing 
on their past qualities. AI itself utilizes various models to 
make expectation more straightforward and real. The paper 
centers around the utilization of Relapse and LSTM based AI 
to foresee stock qualities. Factors considered are open, close, 
low, high and volume.[14] 

 

2. 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
International Workshop on Statistical Methods and Artificial 
Intelligence (IWSMAI 2020)    April 6-9, 2020, Warsaw, 
Poland. Stock Market Prediction Using LSTM Recurrent 
Neural Network.: It has never been not difficult to put 
resources into a bunch of resources, the strangely of 
monetary market doesn't permit basic models to foresee 
future resource values with higher precision. AI, which 
comprise of causing PCs to perform errands that typically 
requiring human knowledge is as of now the prevailing 
pattern in logical examination. This article expects to 
fabricate a model utilizing Repetitive Brain Organizations 
(RNN) and particularly Lengthy Transient Memory model 
(LSTM) to foresee future securities exchange values. The 
fundamental goal of this paper is to find in which accuracy an 
AI calculation can foresee and how much the ages can work 
on our model.[4] 

3.   Anusha Garlapati, Doredla Radha Krishna, Kavya 
Garlapati, Nandigama mani srikara yaswanth, Udayagiri 
Rahul, Gayathri Narayanan, “Stocks Price Prediction Using 
Facebook Prophet and Arima Models”, April 2021.: In this 
paper, they discussed stocks market trends and analyzed 
different patterns of data, and done analysis for future 
forecasting of stocks prices. For this commentary and 
foresight models like ARIMA and FACEBOOK PROPHET are 
used. To construct these models, data is deduced on Stocks 
price predictions from 2012-2020. This analysis has further 
prospective for investigation in the future. MAPE is used as a 
parameter that shows that the models are adequate in 
forecasting retail valuation. This empirical inquiry designated 
that the ARIMA (2,1,2) model is best for predicting Stocks 
prices. FACEBOOK PROPHET here is utilized to exhibit future 
forecasting of stocks prices. [8] 

4.      Sumedh Kaninde , Manish Mahajan , Aditya Janghale and 
Bharti Joshi, “Stocks Price Prediction using Facebook 
Prophet,” ITM Web of Conferences 44, 03060 (2022). : 
Framework is intended for expectations representing things 
to come costs of stocks for next 5 years utilizing Facebook 
Prophet that can be utilized for better speculations. This 
makes it simple to figure out which stocks to decide for 
speculation in view of the expectations giving the most 
noteworthy level of profits in a given time of time.The 
forecast precision can be expanded by utilizing a few 
different highlights of Facebook Prophet and furthermore 
make the application intelligent and simple to utilize. In 
future, the stocks market forecast framework can be 
additionally expanded by using a bigger dataset than one 
being utilized as of now. This will assist with rising the 
precision of expectation models. [9] 

5.     Yash Saxena Ms. Indervati Ms. Garima Rathi Student at 
Dept of Computer Asst. Prof. at Dept of Computer Asst. Prof. 
at Dept of Computer Science and Engineering Science and 
Engineering Science and Engineering Galgotias University, 
Galgotias University, Galgotias University, Greater Noida, 
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India. Greater Noida, India. Greater Noida, India, “Stocks Price 
Prediction Using Facebook Prophet”, June 2022.: In this 
paper, they have examined stocks market drifts and broke 
down different information designs, and performed 
examination to anticipate stocks costs from here on out. For 
this examination and premonition FACEBOOK PROPHET is 
utilized. The FACEBOOK PROPHET here is used to show 
future stocks costs. To build these models, information is 
taken from stocks cost gauges from 2012-2020. This 
examination has the potential for additional examination. The 
FACEBOOK PROPHET here is utilized to show future stocks 
prices. [10] 

6.    Hum Nath Bhandari1, Binod Rimal2, Nawa Raj Pokhrel3, 
Ramchandra Rimal 4, Keshab R. Dahal5, Rajendra K.C. Khatri6 
Predicting stock market index using LSTM, 15 September 
2022.: The quick progression in man-made consciousness 
and AI procedures, accessibility of enormous scope 
information, and expanded computational abilities of the 
machine makes the way for foster modern strategies in 
anticipating stock cost. Meanwhile, simple admittance to 
speculation open doors has made the financial exchange 
more mind boggling and unpredictable than any other time. 
The world is searching for an exact and solid prescient model 
which can catch the market's profoundly unpredictable and 
nonlinear conduct in an all-encompassing structure. This 
study utilizes a long momentary memory (LSTM), a specific 
brain network design, to foresee the following day shutting 
cost of the S&P 500 file. An even blend of nine indicators is 
painstakingly built under the umbrella of the central market 
information, macroeconomic information, and specialized 
pointers to catch the way of behaving of the securities 
exchange from a more extensive perspective. Single layer and 
multi-facet LSTM models are created utilizing the picked 
input factors, and their exhibitions are analyzed utilizing 
standard evaluation measurements Root Mean Square 
Mistake (RMSE), Mean Outright Rate Blunder (MAPE), and 
Connection Coefficient (R). The exploratory outcomes show 
that the single layer LSTM model gives a prevalent fit and 
high expectation exactness contrasted with multi-facet LSTM 
models.[5] 

7.      Research on Stock Price Time Series Prediction Based on 
Deep Learning and Autoregressive Integrated Moving 
Average. 2022 Daiyou Xiao and Jinxia Su.: Not quite the same 
as conventional calculations and model, AI is an efficient and 
exhaustive utilization of PC calculations and measurable 
models, and it has been generally utilized in many fields. In 
the field of money, AI is essentially used to concentrate on the 
future pattern of capital market cost. In this paper, to 
anticipate the time-series information of stock, we applied 
the conventional models and AI models for estimating the 
direct and non-straight issue, separately. To start with, stock 
examples that happened from year 2010 to 2019 at the New 
York Stock Trade are gathered. Then, the ARIMA 
(autoregressive incorporated moving normal model) model 
and LSTM (long transient memory) brain network model are 

applied to prepare and foresee stock cost and stock cost sub 
relationship. At last, we assess the proposed model by a few 
markers, and the examination results show that: Stock cost 
and stock value relationship are precisely anticipated by the 
ARIMA model and LSTM model; contrasted and ARIMA, the 
LSTM model execution better in expectation; and the outfit 
model of ARIMALSTM fundamentally beats other benchmark 
strategies. [6] 

8.     Empirical Analysis for Stock Price Prediction Using NARX 
Model with Exogenous Technical Indicators. Ali H. Dhafer1, 
Fauzias Mat Nor 2, Gamal Alkawsi2, Abdulaleem Z. Al-
Othmani3, Nuradli Ridzwan Shah4, Huda M. Alshanbari5, 
Khairil Faizal Bin Khairi6, and Yahia Baashar7. Published 25 
March 2022.: Stock value expectation is one of the significant 
difficulties for financial backers who take part in the 
securities exchanges. Consequently, various strategies have 
been investigated by professionals and academicians to 
foresee stock cost development. Man-made brainpower 
models are one of the strategies that pulled in numerous 
specialists in the field of monetary expectation in the financial 
exchange. This study explores the expectation of the day to 
day stock costs for Business Worldwide Trader Financiers 
(CIMB) involving specialized markers in a NARX brain 
network model. The procedure utilizes far reaching boundary 
trails for various blends of information factors and different 
brain network plans. The review looks to research the ideal 
counterfeit brain organizations (ANN) boundaries and 
settings that improve the exhibition of the NARX model. In 
this manner, broad boundary trails were read up for different 
mixes of info factors and NARX brain network arrangements 
expectation for CIMB stock in Malaysia. The proposed model 
is additionally upgraded by preprocessing and enhancing the 
NARX model's feedback and result boundaries. The 
expectation execution is surveyed in light of the mean 
squared mistake (MSE), R-squared, and hit rate. The 
presentation of the proposed model is contrasted and 
different models, and it is shown that the usage of specialized 
markers with the NARX brain network works on the 
precision of one-stride ahead expectation for CIMB stock in 
Malaysia.[13] 

9.     Stock Price Prediction Using the ARIMA Model [18 
March 2022]. Ayodele A. Adebiyi1, Aderemi O. Adewumi2, 
Charles K. Ayo3.: Stock value forecast is a significant subject 
in money and financial aspects which has prodded the 
premium of specialists throughout the years to foster better 
prescient models. The autoregressive coordinated moving 
normal (ARIMA) models have been investigated in writing 
for time series expectation. This paper presents broad 
course of building stock cost prescient model utilizing the 
ARIMA model. Distributed stock information got from New 
York Stock Trade (NYSE) and Nigeria Stock Trade (NSE) are 
utilized with stock cost prescient model created. Results got 
uncovered that the ARIMA model has areas of strength for a 
for transient expectation and can contend well with existing 
procedures for stock cost prediction.[14] 
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10.   Mangesh V. Dole1, Vishal N. Sonawane2, Sharique S. 
Farooqui3, Ehtesham N. Ansari4, Prof. Algat Y.S.5, “Stocks Price 
Prediction using Facebook Prophet”, March-April 2023.: 
System is designed for predictions of the future prices of 
stockss for next 5 years using Facebook Prophet that can be 
used for better investments. This makes it easy to determine 
which stocks to choose for investment based on the 
predictions giving the highest percentage of returns in a 
given period of time. The prediction accuracy can be 
increased by using several other features of Facebook 
Prophet and also make the application interactive and easy to 
use. In future, the stocks market prediction system can be 
further increased by utilizing a larger dataset than one being 
used presently. This will help to rise the accuracy of 
prediction models.[11] 

 Stocks advance longing may be an intricate zone to ace since 
it consolidates learning and down to soil utilizations of 
various contraptions, outlines, and markers, as well as 
investigating the basics of an organization so likewise well. 
Be that since it might, the harder it is to genius this idea, the 
more valuable the ideas that come about are. Not one, not 
two, there are various inclinations associated with stocks 
market want, and they are unendingly and on the grounds 
that it is planned to assist you with causing benefits on your 
speculations in the event that you get things right. The stocks 
advertise gauge has extra focal concentrations for novice 
vendors as they are the sort of sellers who are more skewed 
to making bungles and going toward authentic difficulties 
inside the notification contrasted with experienced shippers. 
You will be assessed and foresee the stocks pitch by getting 
an amount to comprehension of the equivalent. For this, you 
will show off stocks through different inducements and 
advance your methods for contributing. Stocks Caused 
Significant Damage Want is the errand of concluding future 
stocks costs in light of genuine information and 
unmistakable show markers. It consolidates using honest 
models and AI computations to examine cash related 
information and make wants almost in the long run of a 
stock. 
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